imperialism, colonialism and neo-colonialism. There is not a single part of the continent that knows oppression and colonialism. There is not a single part of the continent that knows economic, social, political and cultural degradation. The continent is divided into regions where economic development is uneven, for many centuries before the beginning of the colonial period there is a wide range of different economic, social and cultural development. In different areas, industrialization and urbanization have been high. However, in other areas, industrialization and urbanization have been low. This has created a divide in the continent, where some areas have prospered economically and socially, while other areas have struggled. This has led to a divide in wealth and power, which is reflected in the political and economic systems of many African countries.
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The political, economic and social conditions in Africa are the result of the colonial period and the post-colonial period. The colonial period was characterized by the exploitation of African resources and labor by European powers. The post-colonial period has been marked by the struggle for independence and the development of economic, social and political systems that are different from those of the colonial period.

The All-African Political Coordination Committee (A-ACPC) should be established, which would act as a liaison between the various political parties and movements in Africa. The A-ACPC would be a platform for the discussion and coordination of political strategies and actions.
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land of their birth, and a great number of them do not take into account basic human justice. It is a fact that now... White interests controlled economic wealth; white interests were able to set moral standards... African-Americans were regularly excluded from labour... black workers who crowded into northern cities in search of work but no place to live, except for slums in conditions far... African descent in the United States of America have had petitions, pleas, court walks and demonstrations for the rights... neo-colonialism, exploitation and aggression in many parts of the world. In America, the Negro problem has been a more... conditions under which the race issue can be finally abolished and eliminated. Class struggle in Africa: The conflict... exploitation and oppression of African workers, the myth of racial inferiority was developed and spread. Stresses that many diplomats and economists consider the consequences overwhelmingly - and dangerously - political. If... according to the IMF, the industrialized countries are the United States, Great Britain, most western European countries, and and plus Australia, South Africa and New Zealand. The less developed IMF category covers all of Latin America and... countries have added to their reserve $2 billion, which is now approaching $52 billion. For analysts like Britain's... stressed that many diplomats and economists consider the consequences overwhelmingly - and dangerously - political. If... their political domination, while the subject class serves the interests of the ruling class and politically, economically... to establish their unity, their decision could be reversed by the forces of neo-colonialism, on the contrary, with the... to deal with the problems of the Middle East, including the Palestinian issue. Proposal... the reactionary elements of the minority among our own peoples must be firmly attacked. For the dramatic impact in recent... the one voice of millions of African countries. With all our minerals, water and fertile land, isn't it a cause for... intellectual movements closely reflect trends in economic development. In a community society with virtually no class... the political maturity of the African masses may, to some extent, be linked to the economic... to establish their unity, their decision could be reversed by the forces of neo-colonialism, on the contrary, with the... land of their birth, and a great number of them do not take into account basic human justice. It is a fact that now... freedom for many years has been the power the idea to order and fashion in the world in accordance with their own ideas. African-Americans still face severe conditions by which Americans should live, while white men still live the same, and all of this is a modern world better, and brought the first half of the twentieth century. black power of African-Americans is on Instagram... Facebook... Youtube